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CAMPUS INNOVATION LAB MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

 

THIS MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (“MoU”) is made on between Edvantics data 

solutions Pvt. Ltd. registered at 11, Babukhan Lakefront, Kokapet, Hyderabad (hereinafter 

referred to as “HEDNext” which expression shall, unless repugnant to the context or 

meaning thereof, mean and include its successors and permitted assigns) of the First part, 

and Sreyas Institute of Engineering and Technology (hereinafter referred to as SIET which 

expression shall, unless repugnant to the context or meaning thereof, mean and include its 

successors and permitted assigns) may hereinafter collectively be referred to as “Parties” 

and individually as “Party” 

 

WHEREAS   

HEDNEXT and SIET agree to enter into this MOU for the purposes mentioned 

hereunder, to announce the same as a strategic partnership to collaborate on  

• This initiative does not involve any financial transaction except for the 

purchase of one biometric device for attendance 

• Setting up a DingTalk Campus Innovation Lab, powered by HEDNext on a pilot 

basis for the next three months 

• A faculty will be assigned as a single point of contact from college to 

coordinate with HEDNext team 

• Providing students access to career advise platform HEDNext on 

HEDNext.com for students to explore career possibilities and discover new 

career resources on HEDNext 

• SIET will identify 4-5 teams with a minimum of 20 students in total for this 

pilot program. 

• HEDNext team will assign one project per team and a mentor for every team 
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• Under the guidance of this industry mentor and faculty mentor, student 

teams will work on these projects and deliver results as per agreed 

deliverables. 

• SIET will designate a shared lab for DingTalk Campus Lab and will equip this 

lab with a biometric device to capture attendance of students. 

 

For effective implementation as envisaged in the MOU, Mr. Sharat Konatham will be the 

point of contact on behalf of HEDNext and Mr. Rohith Kumar will be the point of contact 

from SIET. 

 

1) This arrangement will be valid for three years for the duration of pilot from the date of 

sign off with a termination from either side by giving a 30 days’ notice. The MoU will be 

renewed upon expiry at DingTalk’s discretion. 

 

2) Any dispute between the parties shall always be resolved by mutual consultation 

without any resort to arbitration or other form of legal remedy including resort to court 

of law. The court of law jurisdiction of Hyderabad will be applicable. 

 

3) Any notice, communications required to given by the parties shall be addressed to the   

parties   at the address specified at the first page of this MoU. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned have executed this Agreement as of the date first 

above written. 

  

For and on behalf of                  For and on behalf of 

Edvantics Data Solutions                 SIET  
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Projects

DingTalk IoT & Analytics Lab Innovations

SMART

City Transport

SMART

School Attendance

SMART

Campus Feedback

SAFE

Locked Home



PROBLEM:
Home safety is a major concern when residents go

out of town for extended period of time. Current

locked home management system by few police

dept. warrants a temporary installation of CCTV

cameras.

SAFE HOME SOLUTION:
A motion sensor installed in the house gets activated

when a motion is detected. Owner gets 30 seconds

to disable sensor if it’s a known movement. If the

owner does not disable, an alert gets transmitted to

police control room through a call or a triggered

notification.

PROJECT SCOPE:
Team will prepare end to end process and data flow.

Create screen mock ups and technical architecture of

the solutions. They will create a product prototype

using any prototyping applications. Mentor will

review and guide the team on product building.

Interested students will continue to build the

solution.

SAFE LOCKED 
HOMES



PROBLEM:
Millions of commuters wait at thousands of bus stops

not knowing if there is bus on the way and how far

their bus is from their stop

SMART TRANSPORT:
A mobile app where a commuter will be able to

select a bus stop and see how far away the buses are

from this boarding point. Each vehicle will be

installed with a IoT device which when accessed by a

passenger will show ETA using Google Maps API.

PROJECT SCOPE:
Team will prepare end to end process and data flow.

Create screen mock ups and technical architecture of

the solutions. They will create a product prototype

using any prototyping applications. Mentor will

review and guide the team on product building.

Interested students will continue to build the

solution.

SMART
PUBLIC

TRANSPORT
NOTIFICATIONS



PROBLEM:
Most classrooms still administer a manual feedback

for faculty feedback forms. Data is then digitized

losing productive hours of admin staff and

complicating the data mining capability

SMART FEEDBACK:
DingTalk’s robust application development framework

allows for a smart feedback administering where

feedback is notified on a mobile app. Both

identifiable and anonymous feedbacks are possible

through this application.

PROJECT SCOPE:
Team will prepare end to end process and data flow.

Create workflows on DingTalk app and will pilot

smart feedback in one classroom. Team will also read

the data recorded and will create a online report

from the feedback data. In addition, team will

conceptualize a dashboard highlighting possible

insights.

SMART
CAMPUS

FEEDBACK



PROBLEM:
While govt. school teachers are paid with a competitive salary,

enrollment and pass % from government schools is at an

alarming level. Several school teachers collude with principal and

do not teach regularly at school. Teachers need to be made

more accountable for the school system to reform.

SMART FEEDBACK:
A biometric attendance system for school teachers will make

teachers lecture hours more transparent and will keep school

teachers and principals more accountable. First step to get more

students to a government school is to staff it with teachers. Such

system will prohibit teacher from manipulating attendance and

job shirking by the staff.

PROJECT SCOPE:
Team will explore DISE data set from Open govt. data platform and

will prepare basis dashboard on schools in India. Team will then

simulate a govt school with a biometric system, record attendance,

read data and score schools based on their teachers’ attendance

metrics.

SMART
Govt.

SCHOOL
TEACHER

MONITORING



Project

Development

Process

A faculty SPOC is 
assigned from the 

college

4 teams with 5 
students in each are 

identified

All teams are 
onboarded on 

DingTalk platform

Mentor will be 
introduced for each 
team on HEDNext

Mentor kick off 
session on DingTalk 

Live

Communication & 
Collaboration 

DingTalk platform

Mentors connect 
every fortnight for 3 

months

Students 
deliverables are 

logged on DingTalk 
Drive

A judges panel will 
evaluate project 

work from teams of 
all colleges

Best projects are 
shortlisted, 

showcased & 
awarded




























































































































